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For 20 years we have been manufacturing devices to protect your car
port from martens. Other than this 220V device featuring an ultrasonic
marten repelling mechanism , we also offer devices made specifically
for in-car usage.
Since the beginning we have constantly been improving our devices
and pride ourselves on supplying our products to all the well-known
wholesale car equipment dealers in Germany.
Technical specification:
sound frequency: sweep 16 to 50 kHz
sound output: 112 - 115 dB
Mode of operation:
The device emits ultrasonic waves with a sound pressure of approx. 120
dB from its front side speaker, providing an effective range of approx. 15
meters (16.5 yards). When pressing the power-on switch, a short
notification sound signals that the device is ready for use. In a range of
approx. 2 m (2.2 yards) the speaker's weak static noise can be heard. At a
greater distance, however, the noise is inaudible for human ears.
Our brand new flash light provides an additional repelling factor against
martens. Flashes are emitted in randomized time intervals.
Set-Up:
Simply plug your Marderschock into a standard 220V electricity outlet to
activate it. Point the device's front side speaker in the direction of the
marten's entrance into your building or towards its favorite place.
When operating your Marderschock outdoors, make sure it is protected
against waster. Wind can disperse the sound waves and have a negative
impact on the Marderschock's operation. This also means that the device
would not be effective in a carport unprotected against wind.

Warranty

We provide an extended warranty of 24 months for our
Marderschock system to the final customer, starting from the
date of purchase. For registering a complaint, the final
customer has to provide the dealer with a copy of the
installation receipt which clearly states the serial number of
the installed device. Belated insertion of the s/n is not
possible. A proof or certificate for your engine wash is a
mandatory requirement for this extended warranty.
Opening the devices or inappropriate handling thereof will
void the warranty.
Technical data is subject to change without prior notice.
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